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INTRODUCTION

In 2017, Georgia’s Professional Standards Board,
the body charged with overseeing teacher licensure
statewide, introduced sweeping changes to the
requirements educators must meet to retain
and renew their licenses to teach. Seven years
earlier, the Georgia House of Representatives had
taken the unusual step to suspend all continuing
education requirements pending a review of “the
state of Professional Learning in Georgia and its
relationship to certificate renewal.”1 The new
licensure renewal process—developed over many
years, with input from multiple stakeholders—
is intended to usher in a more intentional,
personalized culture of professional learning
statewide. To this end, the new system requires
teachers to develop and make progress toward
individualized goals for professional learning
that are based on growth needs identified in their
previous performance evaluations.
Georgia’s new model was designed to address a
reality that is now common in many states across
the United States: professional development
(PD) tied to the recertification process had
become expensive and disjointed. Teachers were
frustrated by a system that had come to feel
like a costly compliance exercise, rather than
a purposeful, productive investment in their
growth. And although state agencies, local school
systems, regional educational service agencies,
and colleges and universities all played a role in
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delivering professional development as part of
licensure renewal, they operated without a clear or
coordinated sense of purpose.2
Like Georgia, most states require teachers to
renew their licenses periodically. Ostensibly, the
recertification process provides a way for states
to ensure that teachers continually update their
professional knowledge and skills and remain fit
to serve in the nation’s public schools. In practice,
however, state policy is rarely designed to reliably
deliver on this outcome.
Typically, states require teachers to accumulate a
set number of credit hours or units of professional
development before they can be eligible to renew
an expiring teaching license. Despite widespread
evidence that many of the activities teachers use
to fulfill those requirements are not likely to drive
improvements in practice, most states neglect to
provide guardrails to steer teachers toward more
worthwhile, relevant learning opportunities.3 Even
in states where more rigorous evaluation systems
make it possible to identify teachers’ individual
needs for improvement, states rarely require
teachers to take those needs into account when
selecting professional learning activities to fulfill
renewal requirements. And, because few states
vet the quality of PD providers or their products,
teachers who attempt to find high-quality PD
opportunities relevant to their needs have few tools
to aid their decision-making process.4
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Further compounding the issue is the fact that states
rarely require teachers to demonstrate they have
benefited in any way from the professional learning
activities they have completed. In most states, as
long as teachers accumulate the requisite number of
credits and meet other minimum requirements (e.g.,
pass a background check, submit a processing fee,
etc.), they are eligible to renew their licenses and
continue working in the state’s schools.
This apparent disregard for quality and outcomes
signals to teachers that recertification—and, more
specifically, the PD it requires—is little more than a
compliance exercise, and results in teachers choosing
PD largely based on convenience and price.5 To
providers, on the other hand, this disregard for
quality and outcomes signals opportunity, leading to
a ballooning market that faces little pressure to invest
resources in evaluating or incorporating evidencebased practices into PD offerings.
Given this climate, it is no surprise that PD has
gained a poor reputation among educators and
among those who study education. In 2016, New

America issued a report, No Panacea: Diagnosing
What Ails Teacher Professional Development Before
Reaching for Remedies6 , that provided a highlevel view of the role state policies have played in
perpetuating the conditions that have led to this
skepticism. While that report analyzed how states’
teacher recertification processes contribute to the
issues with PD, it did not investigate which states
are trying to take a more productive approach to
teacher licensure renewal—and which are not.7
To fill that gap, this paper examines states’
requirements and processes for licensure renewal,
exploring how particular elements impede
or encourage the creation of more effective
professional development pathways. Drawing on No
Panacea, we highlight where state renewal policies
conflict with what is known about best practices
in PD and adult learning. Most importantly, where
promising policies and innovative practices exist,
including Georgia, we evaluate their potential
to foster more effective, personalized, outcomesfocused approaches to professional learning.

RESEARCH APPROACH
New America reviewed publicly available
documents pertaining to current teacher
recertification policies across all 50 states and the
District of Columbia, and engaged in conversation
with state teacher certification agency personnel
(full methodology details are available in Appendix A).
For the purposes of the project, we chose to focus
only on policies pertaining to states’ processes
for standard license renewal. We have generally
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excluded from our analysis policies related to
licensure advancement (i.e., the process by which
a teacher advances an initial license to a standard
license, or a standard license to an advanced
license); additionally, we have not evaluated
policies related to emergency or temporary license,
or the processes through which teachers can
transfer licenses between states.8
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Though the terminology states use to refer to teaching license types varies, this report will use the
following terms and definitions:
Initial License: The license fully-credentialed entry-level teachers receive prior to being issued a
standard or professional license. Initial licenses are generally valid for one to three years and allow
the licensee to serve as the lead classroom teacher, although may require the licensee to receive
mentorship or other formal supervision from a more experienced educator. Initial licenses are
different from temporary or emergency licenses, or those that allow student teachers without full
credentials to teach independently for short periods.
Standard License: A multi-year license that teachers are eligible to receive after completing any
required provisional or initial licensure period.
Advanced License: A multi-year license that teachers can earn by completing a series of requirements
above and beyond those associated with the standard license. Advanced licenses, sometimes called
master licenses, frequently confer additional distinction, benefits (e.g., pay) and/or responsibilities
(e.g., mentoring, instructional leadership roles) on license holders.
More details on attainment of these various license types, their purpose, and how they differ by state,
follow in the next section.

TEACHER LICENSURE’S PURPOSE:
INTENTIONS AND REALITIES

In its 1935 report on the “National Survey on the
Education of Teachers,” the U.S. Office of Education
declared that “certification to teach is not a right; it
is a privilege to be granted only in terms of proved
capacity—capacity in scholarship, knowledge,
abilities, interests, health, personal and social
qualities, character and ideals deemed essential to
education in democracy.” Unfortunately, the office
concluded, “at present scientific evidence does
not exist to substantiate the criteria of selection
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implied in the foregoing items.”9 More than 80 years
later, states—the entities currently responsible for
selecting certification criteria for teachers in their
jurisdiction—continue to wrestle with defining
the qualities and capacities necessary to teach
and how to assess them. As a result, the types
of teacher licenses states offer, vary widely (see
Understanding State Teacher Licensure Policies
on the following page for summary data from our
national scan), as do the requirements to earn them.

EDUCATION POLICY

Understanding State Teacher Licensure Policies
While this report is primarily focused on policy related to standard teaching licenses, the requirements
governing initial, advanced, and temporary licenses play an important role in the overall teaching ecosystem.
Number and Types of Licenses
Most states (46), including the District of Columbia, maintain teacher licensing systems with at least two
tiers of licensure (see Figure 1).* Among these states, most (42) offer an initial license, and about half (22)
offer an advanced license, in addition to the “standard” license.
Figure 1 | State Teacher Licensure Policy: Number of Tiers

45%

Three License Tiers: 23 States

6%
One License Tier: 5 States

Four License Tiers: 3 States

10%

Two License Tiers: 20 States

39%

*Note: Many states also issue emergency or temporary licenses to allow individuals who do not meet the traditional
requirements for a full license (like the initial or standard license) but are deemed qualified for a specific teaching
assignment or are needed due to some extenuating circumstance. These license types are not included here.

Validity Period for Various License Types
In most states, a standard license is valid for five years (see Figure 2). Typically this license type can be
renewed indefinitely throughout a teacher’s career.
Figure 2 | State Teacher Licensure Policy: Standard License Validity Period
Number of Years “Standard” License is Valid

Number of States

3 years

2

4 years

1

5 years

39

6 years

1

9 years

1

10 years

1

12 years

1

99+ years/Lifetime

5**

**Note: In four of these states, teachers do not need to “renew” their license but still must complete some
requirements every one-to-five years in order to maintain their license.

Initial licenses tend to be valid for shorter periods of time (between one and four years) and typically either
cannot be renewed or can be renewed only once. Advanced licenses are typically valid for the same time
period as the state’s standard license, or longer.

Rethinking Relicensure

In most states, teachers begin their careers with an
initial license. The implicit purpose of this license
type is straightforward and logical: it is important
that teachers demonstrate they are qualified to lead
classroom learning before doing so. However, the
education field has hotly debated10 whether most
states’ current requirements for initial licensure—a
bachelor’s degree and passage of basic skills and/or
subject-specific exams (e.g., the Praxis tests)—meet
this objective.11
As a result, some states have begun experimenting
with more competency-based approaches to
developing and assessing initial ability to teach. For
example, 11 states now require prospective teachers
to pass the edTPA, a performance assessment
developed by the Stanford Center for Assessment,
Learning, and Equity.12 Designed “to emphasize,
measure, and support the skills and knowledge
that all teachers need from Day 1 in the classroom,”
the edTPA evaluates teaching candidates based on
portfolios of lesson plans, assessments, student
work, and video of themselves in action during their
student teaching placement.13
If a teacher with an initial license plans to continue
teaching, he or she must eventually advance to a
standard license. As is the case in many other
professions, initial attainment of the standard
license is meant to represent a guarantee of fitness
for service and a minimum standard of professional
ability. To secure a standard license, teachers must
typically complete a designated amount of inservice teaching experience and/or professional
development requirements.14 However, with the
availability of data from more robust educator
evaluation systems, an increasing number of states
now require teachers holding initial licenses to
demonstrate evidence of classroom effectiveness
before they can advance to standard licenses and
officially join the teaching profession. According
to the National Council on Teacher Quality, not a
single state imposed such a requirement in 2009;
as of 2017, at least eight states required proof of
classroom effectiveness—as evidenced by their
summative rating via a school-based performance
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evaluation system—before granting a teacher a
standard teaching license.15
Other states are taking a performance assessment
approach—similar to the edTPA for initial
licensure—using third-party evaluators to determine
if a teacher is ready to advance from an initial to
a standard license. Ohio, for example, has since
2011 required early-career teachers to complete
the Resident Educator (RE) Program, a multiyear mentoring and support program for new
teachers that culminates in a performance-based
assessment called the Resident Educator Summative
Assessment (RESA). The RE Program (including
passing the RESA) is a mandatory stepping-stone
for new teachers to advance from the state’s initial
license to its standard teaching license.16
Our review of state licensure policies finds that
most states (29) do not offer an advanced license
beyond the standard license, and its attainment is
nearly always optional.17 But 50 states, including
the District of Columbia,18 do require teachers to
renew their standard licenses at regular intervals—
typically every five years—throughout their careers.19
Four of these states technically issue “lifetime” or
equivalent standard licenses, but even they require
teachers to take similar steps to maintain their
license (e.g., submission of forms and/or continuing
education) even if the process is called something
other than “renewal.”20 Just one state—New Jersey—
issues lifetime teaching licenses that carry no
requirements for maintenance.
But what is the rationale for requiring teachers
to periodically renew their standard licenses?
Ostensibly the recertification process serves to
reaffirm that teachers meet a minimum standard
of professional competence and fitness. However,
in most states, licensure renewal requires
teachers to engage in and document professional
development opportunities, such as continuing
education, indicating that states also intend for
the recertification process to serve an additional
purpose: to encourage and verify ongoing
professional learning and growth.

EDUCATION POLICY

This secondary purpose is often murky: while
most states have articulated the intended purpose
of licensure and that of educator professional
development, they have not explicitly articulated
a clear rationale for how these two systems are
meant to intersect in the renewal process to promote
professional growth.
Of the 50 states that require teachers to renew
their licenses periodically (recall that New
Jersey issues life licenses with no maintenance
requirements), only 13 offer explicit justification
for doing so. North Carolina, for example, offers
that “the renewal process ensures that professional
educators licensed as school personnel continually
update their professional knowledge and technical

competency.”21 Likewise, according to Florida
statute, teacher licensure renewal “promotes the
continuing professional improvement of school
personnel, thereby enhancing public education in
all areas of the state.”22
But with or without a stated rationale, states’
recertification systems have done little to ensure
that teachers consistently engage in high-quality
professional learning that promotes “continuing
professional improvement.” Most states’ systems do
require teachers to complete professional development
activities—but they are rarely designed to ensure those
activities lead to meaningful growth for teachers or
their students, even if they purport to do so.

STANDARD TEACHER LICENSURE
RENEWAL: AN OVERVIEW
OF STATE POLICIES
To understand where teacher recertification systems
have fallen short and how they can be improved, it
is necessary to understand that among the 50 states
that require teachers to periodically renew their
standard licenses, there is significant variation in

exactly what the recertification process demands.
In general, states’ policies impose one or more of
the following requirements on teachers seeking to
renew their standard licenses:

Figure 3 | Standard Teaching License: Breakdown of Recertification Requirements

Renewal Requirement Type

Number of States

Continuing Education

44

National Board Certification*

15

Classroom Experience

9

Summative Evaluation Results

7

Other

9
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*This category includes states
that allow a teacher to qualify for
renewal based solely on earning
NBPTS certification.

7

Continuing Education: Forty-four states require teachers to complete continuing education, generally
measured using credit or clock hours, continuing education units, and/or professional development
points. The amount of required continuing education varies considerably from state to state, as do the
types of activities that can “count” as continuing education.
National Board Certification: Fifteen states allow teachers to renew their licenses by presenting evidence
that they earned certification from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS)
during their current licensure period.23 This category includes only those states that allow a teacher to
qualify for renewal based solely on earning NBPTS certification, although some states recognize NBPTS
certification for renewal in other ways (see the National Board certification category in Unpacking the
“Continuing Education” Requirement on page 11).24
Classroom Experience: Eight states require teachers to document minimum classroom teaching experience to
renew their licenses. For example, North Dakota requires candidates for recertification to demonstrate “thirty
teaching days of contracted service” while holding their expiring license (in addition to continuing education).
Summative Evaluation Results: Six states take into account teachers’ summative evaluation ratings
when considering their eligibility for licensure renewal. In three of these—Louisiana, New Mexico, and
Rhode Island—all teachers renew their licenses based solely on overall performance (although to earn a
sufficient performance rating, teachers must demonstrate efforts to grow professionally, based on their
respective state’s evaluation rubric). In Rhode Island, for example, teachers must demonstrate “at least
one evaluation rating of ‘Developing’ or higher during the length of their certification to demonstrate
effective practice and attain certification renewal.”25 In DC, Ohio, and Tennessee, only teachers who
have consistently demonstrated excellence by earning high performance ratings are exempted from state
requirements for continuing education.
Other: Seven states have other requirements that are highly specific and do not fall into the categories
above. For example, two states require teachers to get a recommendation from their district
superintendent in addition to other more standard requirements, like continuing education. States
classified as “Other” may also offer an alternative route to renewal. In West Virginia, for example,
teachers over the age of 60 can renew their licenses based solely on their age; they are not subject to any
of the professional development requirements that their younger peers must meet.26
Many states provide multiple pathways to licensure
renewal, allowing teachers to qualify by completing
the requisite number of continuing education credits
or by earning NBPTS certification or by earning the
highest possible rating on a performance evaluation,
for example.27 These different pathways provide
flexibility but they are not all created equal: teachers
who qualify for renewal by amassing scattershot
continuing education credits have in all likelihood
not experienced the same amount of professional
growth as peers who qualify by earning National
Board Certification (see Could National Board
Certification Be a Model for Licensure Renewal?
on page 8).
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In some states, it is clear that relicensure is not
the vehicle through which the state intends to
promote teachers’ professional learning, but rather
to confirm a level of adequate moral fitness or
commitment to teaching. California, for example,
only requires teachers seeking to renew a standard
license to submit a professional fitness application,
in addition to the license processing fee and
background check that most states require.28 In
Nebraska, teachers can renew solely by completing
a form verifying they have taught for at least one full
school year during the current licensure period.29
Neither of these states has additional requirements
for continuing education or performance (both
states abolished their continuing education
requirements within the last decade).

EDUCATION POLICY

Likewise, systems like DC’s, which only requires
continuing education requirements for teachers not
rated at least “effective” by their local education
agency, attempt to reward adequately-performing
teachers by exempting them from the investments of
time and money that continuing education requires.

While rewarding high-performers is a worthy
goal, this decision may inadvertently discourage
teachers from pursuing more challenging
professional growth and leadership opportunities
that research shows are necessary to keep them
engaged in the profession.30

Could National Board Certification Be a Model for Licensure Renewal?
Although most states do not show signs of moving quickly toward more meaningful assessments of teachers’
professional learning as part of recertification, New America’s review does find that 28 states recognize the
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) certification process as a route to licensure
renewal, in some fashion. (See Figure 4 below and accompanying Data Supplement.)
Figure 4 | National Board Certification in State Relicensure Policies

Satisfies renewal requirements
Counts toward continuing education
requirements (in whole or in part)*
None
Not applicable

*Note: In some instances, MD and WA only allow NBPTS certification to “count toward continuing education requirements.”
Tallies in this report reflect that these two states hold both types of policies.

Based on a comprehensive set of standards established in the late 1980s by the NBPTS, initial National
Board Certification is a rigorous process that requires teachers to pass a computer-based content-specific
assessment of pedagogical practices and knowledge and submit extensive evidence (videos, lesson plans,
student work, reflections, etc.) of their positive effect on student learning to an external assessori—a much
higher bar than other teacher licensure requirements in nearly every state.ii Certification from NBPTS is widely
recognized as the most prestigious professional certification available to American educators, with less than 4
percent of the nation’s more than 3 million classroom teachers having earned the distinction.iii
Rethinking Relicensure

Evaluations of NBPTS certification have been mostly positive, with separate studies of teachers in Washington,
North Carolina, California, and Florida all concluding that National Board Certified teachers (NBCTs) are
generally more effective than their non-NBCT peers.iv However, other studies have raised questions about
whether NBCTs are more effective than their peers as a result of having completed the NBPTS certification
process, or because the process attracts teachers who are already more motivated, more effective, and/
or better positioned to be effective throughout and after certification (based on the demographics of their
students and schools). Researchers’ findings on this issue of causation have been mixed.v
Nonetheless, states continue to recognize National Board certification as a valued distinction, as evidenced
by the support they provide in state policy. According to the NBPTS, 18 states provide loans or subsidies to
help teachers pursuing National Board certification cover expenses associated with the process, which costs
just under $2,000 from start to finish.vi Twenty-five states provide additional compensation to teachers who
successfully complete the certification process, with several states providing annual stipends around $10,000
to NBCTs teaching in high-need schools.vii
If the goal of the teacher licensure renewal system is to promote personalized professional learning
and growth for teachers, then the National Board Certification process holds much potential as a tool to
incorporate. However, the feasibility of scaling this model for all teachers within a state is low. Even if NBPTS
developed sufficient capacity to identify and train enough reviewers to maintain its high standards, in many
states, the working conditions, compensation, and status of teaching would also have to improve to attract
and retain enough teachers willing and able to succeed in the process. That said, because challenging
professional growth opportunities are shown to keep teachers engaged in the profession, incorporating NBPTS
as part of the relicensure process could help further develop and retain the states’ most motivated teachers.viii

National Board for Professional Teaching Standards, “Get Started,” accessed March 14, 2018, https://www.nbpts.org/national-boardcertification/get-started/.

i

ii
While true for initial NBPTS certification, this may not hold for NBPTS renewal. Although it still requires the submission of reflections
and evidence, the NBPTS renewal process can generally be completed in under 40 hours, a much shorter period than initial certification,
which can take up to five years to complete. National Board for Professional Teaching Standards’ Ellen Sherratt (vice president for Policy
and Research) and Sarah Pinsky (senior manager, Policy), personal communication with authors, September 28, 2017; National Board
for Professional Teaching Standards, “Renewal Overview,” Renewal and Maintenance of Certification, accessed March 14, 2018, https://
www.nbpts.org/national-board-certification/renewal/.

Estimate based on published figures from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards and the National Center for
Education Statistics.
iii

Dan Goldhaber and Emily Anthony, Can Teacher Quality Be Effectively Assessed? National Board Certification as a Signal of Effective
Teaching (Washington, DC: The Urban Institute, 2005).

iv

Ibid.; James Cowan and Dan Goldhaber, “National Board Certification and Teacher Effectiveness: Evidence from Washington State,”
Journal of Research on Educational Effectiveness 9, no. 3 (2016): 233–258; Charles T. Clotfelter, Helen F. Ladd, and Jacob L. Vigdor,
“Teacher-Student Matching and the Assessment of Teacher Effectiveness,” The Journal of Human Resources 41, no. 4 (2006): 778–820.

v

National Board for Professional Teaching Standards, “Guide to National Board Certification, Version 2.4” accessed March 14, 2018,
http://www.nbpts.org/wp-content/uploads/2.0_Guide_to_NBC_v1.0.pdf.
vi

The definition of “high-needs” varies by state. The maximum stipend available to National Board Certified teachers is in Washington
state: $10,090; Arkansas, Hawaii, and Mississippi all offer maximum bonuses of $10,000.

vii

viii
Katie Loehrke, “3 ways to motivate high performers,” The Business Journals, July 27, 2016, https://www.bizjournals.com/bizjournals/
how-to/human-resources/2016/07/3-ways-to-motivate-high-performers.htm
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UNPACKING THE “CONTINUING
EDUCATION” REQUIREMENT
Across states, the most common pathway for
teachers to achieve recertification is through
continuing education. The education field is
not alone in requiring continuing education to
maintain licensure; this is standard practice in both
medicine and law. And at face value, continuing
education seems like a reasonable and worthwhile
requirement. But to understand how well-meaning

policy has subverted the culture of ongoing
professional growth it is meant to encourage, it
is necessary to look closely at how states have
designed and implemented their requirements
for continuing education. Figure 5 highlights
the distribution of different types of continuing
education requirements across states:

Figure 5 | Standard Teaching License: Breakdown of Continuing Education Requirements

Allowable Continuing Education Types

Number of States

Higher Education Coursework

43

Workshops, Conferences, & other Stand-Alone Professional Development

42

Job-Embedded Professional Development

23

National Board Certification*

17

Other

22

*These are distinct from the states that recognize NBPTS certification as its own pathway to recertification, allowing it to fully
and automatically satisfy recertification requirements without any need for conversion to continuing education credits.
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Higher Education Coursework: Of the 44 states (including DC) that require continuing education
as part of the recertification process, nearly all (43) include higher education coursework (e.g.,
graduate-level credits). Forty-one states allow continuing education credits to be earned through
formal coursework at institutions of higher education, while two states—Nebraska and North
Dakota—mandate that teachers’ credits be earned this way and provide no other options for fulfilling
renewal requirements.
Workshops, Conferences, and other Stand-Alone Professional Development: Forty-two states allow
teachers to earn continuing education credits through state- or district-sanctioned professional
development activities, which often include seminars, workshops, online modules, and other
structured learning experiences. These are generally short-term activities rather than sustained,
ongoing learning experiences.
Job-Embedded Professional Development: Twenty-three states also award continuing education
units for job-embedded professional development. Though states define this term differently, it is
used here to describe professional learning experiences that occur as part of teachers’ day-to-day
responsibilities (but does not include formal, school-run PD sessions). Allowable activities typically
include participating in a Professional Learning Community, mentoring program (either as the
mentor or mentee), or instructional coaching (as coach or recipient); contributing to curriculum
development, serving as a department or grade-level lead, or taking on similar school- or districtbased responsibilities. States vary in their methods for quantifying these activities, but most either
assign a fixed value (in terms of hours or units) or ask teachers to track the amount of time they have
devoted to a particular task or assignment.
National Board Certification: Seventeen states award continuing education credit to teachers who
complete NBPTS certification during the license renewal period.31 In Massachusetts, for example,
where teachers must earn 150 “professional development points” (PDPs) to qualify for renewal,
earning NBPTS certification can earn them 120 PDPs. In other states, including Montana, Minnesota
and Nevada, NBPTS certification can be converted to a credit or point total that satisfies the states’
full continuing education requirement. (Note: This report makes a distinction between these 17
states that require teachers to “convert” NBPTS certification to a credit or point value, and the
15 states that recognize NBPTS certification as its own pathway to recertification, allowing it to
fully and automatically satisfy recertification requirements without any need for conversion.)
Renewal of NBPTS may also count toward continuing education credits or units (CEUs): in North
Carolina, for example, initial NBPTS certification satisfies the full eight-credit requirement for state
recertification, but teachers receive only two credits toward state licensure renewal when they
renew their NBPTS certification.
Other: Twenty-two states award continuing education credit for “other” activities that do not fall into
any of the above categories, including service in the military or as an elected state official, leadership
in professional organizations or school reform activities, completion of micro-credentials, educationrelated travel, or the publication of educational research. As with job-embedded activities, states
vary in how they award credits or units for these “other” activities, but most default to time-based
measures or equivalences.
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Ten states limit their definition of continuing
education (for re-certification purposes) exclusively
to higher education courses and state- or districtsanctioned professional development activities like
workshops and seminars—activities commonly
considered to be “traditional” PD. The remainder
allow teachers to fulfill their continuing education
requirement by combining activities from several
categories, as teachers have busy schedules, and
many live far from colleges and universities, making
it difficult for them to enroll in formal in-person
coursework. In addition to allowing flexibility in what
types of activities count as “continuing education,”
states also provide flexibility in the content of
these activities, allowing teachers to accumulate a
patchwork of credits on their way to recertification.
Some flexibility is necessary to prevent PD from
becoming a one-size-fits all proposition; teachers’
assignments, specialties, and individual needs for
growth necessitate different options for professional
learning. But many states have chosen not to
impose guidelines that would ensure this flexibility
yields a coherent, purposeful, and relevant learning
experience for teachers. In designing broad policies
to meet everyone’s needs, states have created a
system that serves no one well. Most state policies
dictate that “allowable” PD be related to a teacher’s
areas of certification or be “appropriate to the
content and grade level of the certificate and
endorsement,”32 but they typically do not explain
how determinations of relevance should be made—
either by the teacher, or by the entity approving
the activities to issue the renewal. For example,
Delaware’s policy requires that “one half of the
required [90] hours shall be in activities that relate
to the educator’s work with students or staff,”33
which implies that the other 45 hours need not be
directly relevant or connected to teachers’ day-today work.
Some states provide a list of approved topics for
continuing education, but those lists tend to only
broaden the possibilities, rather than narrow them.
Florida’s list of “appropriate topics for license
renewal,” for example, includes common options
like “methods or education strategies specific to
the subject area(s)” and “content specific to the
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subject areas,” but also recommends coursework
in “computer literacy, computer applications, or
computer education” and “drug abuse, child abuse
and neglect, and/or student dropout prevention,”
among other broad and varied topics.34
This pattern holds even in states that have begun
allowing teachers to earn continuing education
credits through “micro-credentials” that require
teachers to submit evidence, such as videos,
lesson plans, student work, and other artifacts,
demonstrating a discrete teaching skill through
an online platform.35 Micro-credentials’ targeted,
competency-based approach has the potential to
home in on teachers’ specific growth needs in a
way that most graduate-level courses do not, but
most states employing them as part of relicensure
are not yet leveraging that potential. For example,
while Tennessee is thoughtfully piloting one microcredential pathway that is tightly aligned to its statedeveloped teacher observation rubric, participating
teachers are currently given complete choice in
selecting which micro-credential(s) to pursue, even
if those credentials focus on skills they have already
mastered.36 Tennessee Department of Education
officials believe they might require teachers to select
micro-credentials more targeted to their individual
needs in the future, once teachers and their
districts’ professional learning coordinators become
more comfortable with the micro-credentialing
process. If states do not move in this direction, they
miss an opportunity to use information available
from multiple-measure teacher evaluation systems
to ensure that professional development activities
are aligned with teachers’ demonstrated needs for
growth.37 (For more details on the promises and
pitfalls of micro-credentials in the recertification
process, see Micro-credentials: Considerations for
Licensure Renewal on page 28.)
Certainly, continuing education activities across
a broad range of topics and formats might be
entirely worthwhile for a teacher’s development,
but broadly, research shows that most continuing
education activities do not align with what highquality research or adult learning theory indicates
is most useful: active learning opportunities that
are explicitly relevant to teachers’ professional
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responsibilities and/or areas of developmental
need, built upon over a significant amount of time,
and which allow for interaction and input from
other educators.38 Making matters worse, few useful
tools exist to help teachers evaluate the quality
of PD offerings available to them, or to help them
understand which PD options might be particularly
useful for their goals and needs.39
These issues exist at least in part because state
policies promote a “time served” approach that
relies on a simple count of how many hours
teachers have devoted to PD activities or how many
CEUs they have accumulated, rather than using
more direct measures of learning to assess how
and how much teachers have grown. Even the 23
states that award credits for job-embedded learning
activities, such as participation in professional
learning communities, still often just ask teachers
to estimate how many hours they devote to these
activities, and then convert those hours into
credits using “exchange rates” dictated arbitrarily
by policy. Whether a teacher grows considerably
while fulfilling her state’s renewal requirements or
does not improve at all is of no consequence under
most renewal systems. As long as teachers earn the
requisite number of CEUs through approved activities
and meet any other requirements imposed by the
state, they will qualify for renewal without having to
demonstrate what new skills or knowledge they have
acquired, or how they plan to apply it to advance
student learning.

This focus on inputs instead of outputs also makes
it nearly impossible to assess which PD options or
providers are high-quality and relevant enough to
student and teacher needs to drive improvement
in teaching and learning. Even in states that have
upped their standards for providers, there is
virtually no effort to assess the quality or relevance
of the professional learning activities that they
deliver (see Illinois: Tackling The Challenge of
Quality Control in Teacher PD on page 15).
Among the states that impose recertification
requirements involving continuing education, the
specifics of the policies—how frequently teachers
must renew, how many hours or units are needed
to renew, and what “counts” toward that total—
vary significantly (see Data Supplement for more
details). But at their core, most have one key feature
in common: they prescribe teachers a dosage of
professional development activity without regard
for what symptoms they are trying to address, and
without any mechanism to follow up with teachers
to determine if the treatment had any effect.

Whether a teacher grows
considerably while fulfilling her
state’s renewal requirements
or does not improve at all is of
no consequence under most
renewal systems
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Illinois: Tackling the Challenge of Quality Control in Teacher PD
States’ licensure renewal policies have created a huge and sustained demand for professional development
(PD) activities that teachers can use to fulfill recertification requirements. Providers—including universities,
teachers’ unions, school districts, publishers, and independent consultants—have emerged to meet this
demand, creating a vast and fragmented market of courses, seminars, retreats, and other activities to help
the nation’s 3.5 million teachers maintain their certification.i
Typically, providers must seek state approval to offer PD that provides teachers credit toward renewal. Many
states have adopted standards that providers (and their offerings) need to meet to be eligible for approval, but
the enforcement of these standards is often lax, and ongoing monitoring of the quality of providers’ offerings
is virtually nonexistent. Indeed, some states require providers to do little more than sign a form verifying that
their offerings meet the standards.ii
Illinois is a noteworthy outlier. Until 2013, the state had more than 8,000 approved providers. But today, due to
new state professional learning standards, the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) only recognizes about
105 independent providers, in addition to the colleges, universities, museums, and school districts, that have
statutory authority to provide PD.iii Under a new bill passed in 2017, providers are now subject to random annual
audit by the ISBE, and will need to provide data demonstrating how their offerings impacted “(A) educator
and student growth in regards to content knowledge or skills, or both; (B) educator and student social and
emotional growth; or, (C) alignment to district or school improvement plans.”iv
Though it is too new to evaluate its impact on the state’s PD landscape, Illinois’ new policy is important for
two reasons: first, it signals to provider and teachers that the quality of professional learning matters; and
second, it puts pressure on providers to evaluate and their offerings and demonstrate efficacy—a requirement
providers rarely face elsewhere in the PD marketplace.

For more on the dynamics of the PD provider marketplace, see the Boston Consulting Group (BCG), Teachers Know Best: Teachers’ Views
on Professional Development (Seattle: Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2015).

i

ii
Melissa Tooley and Kaylan Connally, No Panacea: Diagnosing What Ails Teacher Professional Development Before Reaching for Remedies
(Washington, DC: New America, 2016).

Illinois adopted Learning Forward’s model “Standards for Professional Learning” in 2013. See Public Act 098-0610 (Chicago: Illinois

iii

General Assembly, 2013)” for the state law and https://learningforward.org/standards-for-professional-learning for the standards.
Public Act 100-0013 (Chicago: Illinois General Assembly, 2017).

iv
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GOALS FOR GROWTH:
A BETTER WAY TO STRUCTURE
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING?
Several states require teachers to create
“professional growth plans” or “personalized
learning plans” to guide their continuing
education activities toward a set of goals for
improvement. According to our analysis, six states
now require teachers to create these personalized
plans in order to renew a standard teaching
license; six additional states allow teachers to
complete such plans, or something similar, as one
of multiple routes to recertification (See Figure 6).

These states define and structure their policies for
professional growth plans* differently, but the term
generally connotes a process that includes three
basic stages:
1. Identify individual goals for
professional growth.
2. Map out a plan of continuing education
activities designed to help achieve
growth goals.
3. Complete continuing education
activities and submit evidence that the
plan was completed.

Figure 6 | Standard License Renewal: Use of Professional Growth Plans

Yes
No
Not applicable

*Note: Although states refer to these systems by different names, for simplicity, this report will from this point forward refer
collectively to state systems that adhere to this general structure as professional growth plan (PGP) systems or models;
where necessary for clarity, we will use state-specific terminology.
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While similar in key ways to NBPTS’ certification
process, the PGP process is typically not as
standardized or rigorous. Still, PGPs have the
potential to introduce greater focus and coherence
to the professional development teachers complete
on their way toward recertification.
In particular, the goal setting process can structure
and personalize teachers’ PD “program” and reduce
the likelihood that their time is wasted in PD that
is unrelated to any clear individual objectives for
growth, or disconnected from the improvement
goals that have been set by their school and district.
Connecting teachers’ individual goals to specific
professional development experiences to address
them is also a significant improvement over many
traditional renewal systems, which all but encourage
teachers to take a scattershot approach to their own
professional learning. Indeed, research points to a
need for professional development that is sustained,
relevant to teachers’ daily work, connected to their
content areas, and involves active, collective learning
opportunities.40 Systems that require teachers’ PGPs
to include goal-specific activities that align with these
principles may be especially well-suited to promote
professional growth.
PGPs offer another key benefit: by requiring
teachers to document their progress and collect
evidence of their growth, PGPs seek to assess how
much teachers have grown as a result of their

professional learning activities, rather than relying
on indirect measures (such as credit hours or
continuing education units) that quantify the time
teachers have devoted to professional learning but
do little to evaluate if that time was well spent.
In evaluating policy in states that have incorporated
PGPs into the licensure renewal process, however,
we found that in some cases, states have adopted
PGP models in name only, without installing the
policy infrastructure needed to ensure PGPs can
live up to their potential. Specifically, we find
that many states have not set or enforced clear
standards to guide the goal-setting process, or to
ensure a rigorous assessment of teachers’ progress
toward those goals. Additionally, we find that
several states still rely on time-based credits as
their primary measure for fulfilling their PGPs.
Nonetheless, by incorporating the concept of PGPs
into the recertification process, states affirm that
professional learning should be more personalized
and more meaningful for teachers, and there is
much to be learned from the systems they have
created in pursuit of that goal.

PGPs have the potential to
introduce greater focus and
coherence to the professional
development teachers complete
on their way toward recertification

Setting and Enforcing Clear Standards
Goal setting plays a foundational role in the
PGP model, and 10 of the 12 states that allow
or require PGPs as part of the recertification
process explicitly require teachers to take their
own needs for improvement into account when
setting professional growth goals. Many of these
10 states mandate or recommend that teachers’
goals address skills or knowledge areas that have
been flagged for improvement in their previous
performance evaluations.
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Eight of the 12 states go further and require teachers to
also consider student, school, and/or district needs for
improvement. In Georgia, for example, policy requires
that teachers’ Professional Learning Goals (PLGs) “be
aligned with individual educator evaluation results
as well as with school and school system professional
learning plans.”41 42 [See Georgia: A Purposeful
Approach to Incorporating Professional Growth
in Recertification on page 18 for insights into the
recent development of its model.]
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Georgia: A Purposeful Approach to Incorporating Professional
Growth in Recertification
In 2010, the Georgia House of Representatives established the Study Committee on Professional Learning
to examine “the state of Professional Learning in Georgia and its relationship to certificate renewal,” and
to ultimately make recommendations that would lead to “improved student learning.”i Comprised of state
legislators, teachers, and officials from both the Department of Education and the Georgia Professional
Standards Commission (GaPSC)—the body charged with regulating the certification of Georgia’s teachers and
school administrators—the committee’s final report included 11 recommendations, the first of which called on
the GaPSC to “establish certification renewal rules requiring the demonstration of the impact of professional
learning on educator performance and/or student achievement.”ii
In July 2017, after several years of stakeholder input and research led by the GaPSC, Georgia’s ambitious new
educator licensure renewal requirement —GaPSC Rule 505-2-.36—took effect. Describing the paradigm shift
represented by the new model (and, specifically, the rule mandating it), the GaPSC explained that “our focus
is now not one of emphasizing seat time, but one of emphasizing the intentional learning occurring within
professional learning. This new Rule will have a fundamental impact and change in [sic] the way we think about
professional learning, implement professional learning, monitor professional learning, and evaluate professional
learning. The future face of professional learning in Georgia is job-embedded, collaborative, and focused on
improved teaching and increased student learning.”iii
Though it is far too early to determine the rule’s impact, or to predict whether it will create the fundamental
shift envisioned by the GaPSC, the rule incorporates the core principles of a coherent, high-quality professional
learning system. Under the new model, a majority of teachers in Georgia are now required to coordinate with
a supervisor to develop broad Professional Learning Goals (PLGs) and then engage in professional learning
appropriate for successful completion of these goals.iv Teachers who receive an annual performance rating of
Needs Development, Ineffective, or Unsatisfactory in the state’s Teacher Keys Effectiveness System (for annual
performance evaluation) must develop a more comprehensive Professional Learning Plan (PLP), in lieu of PLGs.
To promote a focus on teachers’ individual development needs, the rule specifies that PLGs “must be directly
associated” with teachers’ previous annual evaluations and encourages their linkage to teachers’ field of
certification, school or district improvement plans, and state or federal requirements—a clear effort to promote
coherence between individual needs and local and broader goals for improvement. For example, one teacher
of English learners in Forsyth County Schools developed the following goal: “During the school year, I will learn
effective strategies for instruction to help ESOL students comprehend mainstream, grade level content while
promoting the development of English language proficiency. I will implement learning from the [English as a
Second Language (ESOL)] Endorsement Class, investigate effective, research-based strategies, and collaborate
with current ESOL [sic] teacher in my school. Measures of success will include student growth data, student
observations, self-reflection, and completion of ESOL Endorsement class in Fall 2018.”v Georgia’s model also
now requires that professional learning be “primarily job-embedded and done in the context of the school
learning community,” in keeping with research-based practices in adult professional learning.vi
Though college coursework is still an acceptable form of professional learning, it must be pre-approved by
teachers’ supervisors and complement (rather than replace) the job-embedded experiences outlined in a
teacher’s PLGs or PLP. Notably, there is no requirement for how many credit hours a teacher can or must
accumulate through this coursework; that decision is left to the discretion of the teacher and supervisor, based
on the teacher’s goals and needs.vii Instead, supervisors are required to “determine whether or not [an] educator
has made sufficient progress on implementation of the PLGs or PLP,” and are encouraged to periodically check in
with teachers to review their progress and make adjustments to their plans as needed.viii

Georgia’s model also now requires that professional learning be “primarily
job-embedded and done in the context of the school learning community”
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Although Georgia spent substantial time and effort thoughtfully reenvisioning its renewal policies,
implementing their theory of action may prove more challenging. Absent from the requirements is a clear
definition of what constitutes “sufficient progress,” or guidance on how progress should be measured as part
of PLGs or PLPs. These decisions are left to the individual districts and supervisors implementing the new
system. And while the GaPSC and the state department of education have been offering training and resources
to school and district leaders on elements of successful professional learning systems, it is unclear whether
any supporting resources are providing these types of guidelines for implementing PLGs/PLPs. Without such
resources, there is the possibility for inconsistent quality of PLGs/PLPs and for decisions about teachers’
progress (and, by extension, their eligibility for renewal) to be made subjectively. This, in turn, could undermine
the system’s ability to enforce high-quality professional learning on a consistent basis.
A further concern about maintaining a high bar for quality stems from the fact that Georgia’s new professional
learning system links teachers’ progress on PLGs and PLPs to their annual performance evaluation. Any
teacher who is determined not to have made “sufficient progress” on his goals could, in theory, receive a lower
summative performance rating.ix And, since the new licensure rule allows the GaPSC to refuse renewal to any
teacher who earns two ratings of Unsatisfactory, Ineffective, or Needs Development during a five-year license
period, supervisors’ decisions about what constitutes “sufficient progress” on PGPs could have implications
for teachers’ ability to continue practicing. Based on evidence from high-stakes teacher evaluation systems
elsewhere, without oversight, this scenario could drive supervisors to apply lower-than-intended quality
standards out of fear that they will be responsible for ending a colleague’s career.x
Thus far, Georgia Department of Education and GaPSC officials have not received many questions or concerns
about the new system. It is too soon to tell whether this is because the supports provided have been sufficient,
and the new system is off to a successful start, or—with no required timeline for implementation, and a
five-year license renewal cycle—that teachers and leaders are not yet feeling any urgency about instituting
the new requirements. But Bobbi Ford, education specialist at the GaPSC, is patiently optimistic that the
new system will deliver on its promise to drive student outcomes by fundamentally shifting the culture of
professional learning. “Sure, everyone’s resistant to change. They think, ‘What do you mean I have to jump
through this one more hoop?’” she shared. “But we believe every teacher will end up feeling that push for
continuous improvement—that we all have to get better for our students.” If Georgia can find the capacity to
provide sufficient resources and supports for districts and school leaders, including samples of high-quality
PLGs and assessment rubrics, its new renewal system has the underpinnings to prove her right.

GaPSC Rule 505-2-.36 Renewal Requirements (Atlanta: Georgia Professional Standards Commission, 2017), 3.
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House Study Committee on Professional Learning, Final Recommendations (Atlanta: Georgia House of Representatives, 2010), 2.
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GaPSC Rule 505-2-.36 Renewal Requirements (Atlanta: Georgia Professional Standards Commission, 2017), 7.
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Teachers holding National Board Certification are exempt from this requirement.
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Meghann Farmer (innovative learning coordinator of Forsyth County Schools), email to authors, May 2, 2018.
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GaPSC Rule 505-2-.36 Renewal Requirements (Atlanta: Georgia Professional Standards Commission, 2017), 9.
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Teachers who no longer work in schools, agencies, or other education organizations can, however, satisfy the new requirements for
renewal by earning any combination of six semester hours of college coursework, 10 Georgia Professional Learning Units, or 10 Continuing
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By imposing greater coherence between teachers’
individual goals for growth and those that have
been set at the school or district level, states can
help teachers focus their energy on connected,
reinforcing goals, rather than on competing
objectives for growth. This coherence is not only
more efficient, it may also be more effective at
driving improvement in teacher practice, as
research indicates that PD activities are more
likely to be effective if they are part of a coherent
program of ongoing learning, rather than a series of
disconnected, short-term experiences.43

By imposing greater coherence
between teachers’ individual goals
for growth and those that have
been set at the school or district
level, states can help teachers
focus their energy on connected,
reinforcing goals, rather than on
competing objectives for growth
But while state policy encourages this type of
coherence, most states that incorporate PGPs in the
renewal process do not provide explicit guidance for
how teachers and their supervisors should set goals
that reflect it. Few states go as far as Utah, where
policy clearly states that:
(3)The professional learning plan shall be
developed by taking into account: (a) the
educator’s professional goals; (b) curriculum
relevant to the educator’s current or anticipated
assignment; (c) goals and priorities of the LEA
and school; (d) available student data relevant to
the educator’s current or anticipated assignment;
(e) feedback from the educator’s yearly
evaluation required under Section 53A-8a-301…
[and] shall include two hours of professional
learning on youth suicide prevention.44
Without this level of specificity, educators may
struggle to develop targeted, actionable goals to help
structure their professional learning, significantly
undermining the potential of the PGP model to drive
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more meaningful, personalized growth.
Of course, most teachers are not operating
in complete isolation when developing their
professional growth plans: 11 of the 12 states that
incorporate PGPs as part of the recertification
process require teachers to get input or approval
from evaluators, supervisors, or other entities when
developing their PGPs. For these instructional
leaders, specific guidance around the goal-setting
is equally important because they are, in many
instances, the only “check” in states’ systems to
ensure that the professional growth plans teachers
create are ambitious, actionable, and likely to lead
to meaningful learning.
In placing this responsibility on the shoulders
of individual evaluators, supervisors, principals,
and other instructional leaders, these states’ PGP
systems make several assumptions: first, that all
of these educators have the training and expertise
to support teachers as they parse data to identify
actionable goals for improvement; second, that they
have the grade-level and subject-matter expertise
they need to help teachers select PD that is likely
to address those specific goals; and third, that they
will have sufficient time to devote to providing
sound advice and informed approval to potentially
dozens of educators.
Finally, some states require teachers to create and
fulfill one PGP as part of the recertification process
and another as part of the performance evaluation
process. By creating two separate processes, these
states send teachers one of two signals: either that
the purpose of the renewal process is different
from the purpose of the evaluation process (even
though having a PGP as part of both indicates that
a primary objective of both is professional growth),
or, that the state does not have a coherent approach
to promoting professional learning, and is indeed
making two separate, overlapping asks of teachers
to improve their professional skills and knowledge.
Both are detrimental to instilling a positive culture
of professional development.
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Tracking Progress Toward PGPs
While teachers must complete their PGPs in order
to be eligible to renew their license, the process
states use to determine completion rarely includes
an authentic appraisal of teachers’ professional
growth (see Data Supplement, Table 4). Take,
for example, the “Application for Renewal” form
that teachers in Virginia must use to document the
completion of 180-points worth of PD, as outlined in
their professional development plans.45 After a series
of yes/no questions (including “Have you ever been
the subject of a founded complaint of child abuse
or neglect by a child protection agency?”), teachers
are asked to list the activities they have completed,
assign a point value to each activity (roughly 1 point
for each hour of work, 30 points per college credit, or
90 points for a published book), and get an advisor
to verify they have completed those activities as
confirmed by transcripts, conference agendas, copies
of published articles, or attendance lists. Nowhere
on the form must teachers acknowledge the goals
of their professional development plans or show
evidence of having met them.
In Kansas, teachers are not required to demonstrate
that their PD has improved their practice, but they
can earn “extra credit” toward renewal if they
take the initiative to do so. Teachers earn one PD
point for every clock-hour of in-service education
they complete, but they can choose to double the
number of points they earn by presenting evidence
to their local professional development council
demonstrating that they have applied the skills or
knowledge gained from the initial PD in a classroom
setting. And, if they can show that they have
improved student performance by applying their new
skills and knowledge, they can triple the number of
points they earned from the initial PD, accelerating
them on their pathway to re-certification.46

This unique approach encourages teachers to be
more intentional about incorporating takeaways from
their PD experiences into their day-to-day practice.
However, it is not clear what constitutes acceptable
evidence of application or impact in Kansas, what the
standard might be to achieve this “multiplier effect,”
or how the standard might be applied differently
from one jurisdiction to another—all questions that
have implications for the quality of evidence teachers
might present and their perceptions of the rigor of the
process. One Kansas state official offered that, even
though the state’s original intent was for teachers
to demonstrate a longer-term application of new
learning and skills to be eligible for additional points,
“one unintended consequence [of this absence of
guidance] has been a very literal interpretation of the
policy: ‘I learned x yesterday, applied it today, and
will submit for points tomorrow’.”
Kansas’ reliance on local professional development
councils is also rare. In each local education
agency, the professional development council
provides initial approval of teachers’ independent
development plans, and later must confirm that
the activities teachers submitted as evidence did
meet the goal(s) outlined in their plans, as well as
other state requirements for licensure renewal, in
order for teachers to qualify for license renewal by
the state.47 This process holds true even for teachers
who are not seeking to “multiply” their PD points.
Ohio was the only other state that appeared to use a
similar approach in this scan of state policies. This
type of group approach to assessing whether or not
teachers have completed their PGPs, and grown
professionally as a result, has the potential to inject
more reliability and validity into the process than an
approach which relies solely on teacher supervisors.48

While teachers must complete their PGPs in order to be eligible to renew their
license, the process states use to determine completion rarely includes an
authentic appraisal of teachers’ professional growth
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However, none of these states—Kansas, Ohio, or
Georgia—requires the assessing body or individual
to employ a rubric or other standardized assessment
tool to aid the decision-making process. Instead,
assessors have broad autonomy to determine whether
teachers have made sufficient progress on their PGPs

and, by extension, whether they are eligible to renew
their licenses. This, in turn, could undermine the
systems’ abilities to enforce high-quality professional
learning on a consistent basis and, as with educator
evaluation systems, undermine educators’ trust and
valuation of the system overall.49

Experimenting with Better Measures of Teacher Learning
In contrast to other states, Kentucky’s Continuing
Education Option (CEO)—one of multiple pathways
Kentucky teachers can take to renew their standard
license—employs a detailed evaluation rubric
(see Appendix C: Kentucky CEO Portfolio
Assessment Form) to more objectively assess
how and how much teachers have grown while
completing continuing education for recertification.
Teachers completing the CEO program know from
the outset that this rubric will be used to score
their portfolios, which must include evidence of
student learning and “of professional growth over
time in: a) content knowledge; b) instructional and
student assessment practices; and c) professional
demonstration and publication skills.”50 In
addition, the portfolios must contain evidence
“that all Kentucky Teacher Standards Advanced
Level Performance indicators…have been met.”51
Teachers also know their portfolios will be scored
in a rigorous, double-blind process by a committee
of educators and experts selected and trained by
the state’s Educator Professional Standards Board
(EPSB) expressly for this purpose.
Designed to be both highly objective and highly
personalized, the CEO allows teachers holding
Kentucky’s standard teaching certificate to renew
their certificates by developing a custom, multiyear plan for growth, based on a self-assessment of
their own needs for growth and a consideration of
their school’s growth plan and student assessment
data.52 Though a teacher’s plan can include many
of the same types of activities allowed in a more
typical recertification process (in fact, teachers must
complete six credit hours of graduate coursework
as part of the CEO process), these must all be clearly
linked to their goals. Teachers must also create an
instructional unit that draws on what they have
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learned, implement that unit, revise and reflect on
the unit based on student assessment data, and
then publicly present the results of their project in
a way that contributes to the knowledge base of
the profession, at the school, district, state, and/
or the national level. They then submit a portfolio
of reflections, artifacts, and other evidence of this
work to the EPSB-contracted scoring team for final
evaluation.
The structured goal-setting process (which is also
scored using a rubric, as shown in Appendix B) and
the emphasis on the application of professional
learning are promising aspects of the CEO model
and draw on best practices in adult learning. But
it is the scoring process—specifically, the reliance
on an objective, performance-based assessment of
teachers’ learning—that sets Kentucky apart from
other states that employ PGP models and promotes
more meaningful professional learning for those
who complete the process.
However, the Continuing Education Option is
only one pathway for teacher licensure renewal in
Kentucky and the state has not incentivized teachers
to pursue it over the more traditional renewal route.
Although the CEO pathway is cheaper, in most
cases, the vast majority of teachers elect instead to
amass a requisite number of graduate-level credits
at higher education institutions. Fewer than 800
candidates have completed the CEO since it was first
made available in the 1999–2000 school year,53 and
many of that number have been rural teachers with
limited access to higher education institutions.54
This low number is not due to a high failure rate,
but instead to low take-up. In the fall of 2017, only
28 candidates were pursuing this route to licensure
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renewal.55 Teachers in Kentucky have tended to
prefer the renewal-by-credit route, which has the
advantage of being both familiar and ultimately
more portable than the other renewal options
available to them: teachers who do not complete
the CEO program must eventually earn master’s
degrees to renew their professional license, and
master’s degrees are more widely recognized
when teachers seek to transfer their teaching

licenses to other states. Despite the level of growth
and relevant learning the CEO represents—and
significant evidence indicating that teachers who
hold master’s degrees do not perform better on the
job than their peers with lower degrees—master’s
degrees continue to be seen as a greater marker
of professional competence and prestige than the
performance-based CEO process.56

It is the scoring process—specifically, the reliance on an objective,
performance-based assessment of teachers’ learning—that sets Kentucky
apart from other states that employ PGP models and promotes more
meaningful professional learning for those who complete the process.

CHALLENGES TO MOVING TO A
PROFESSIONAL-GROWTH FOCUSED
RECERTIFICATION SYSTEM
While the CEO approach in Kentucky is a strong
model for promoting meaningful professional
learning, its labor-intensive process and limited
reach raises legitimate questions about how
feasible it would be to roll out at scale. Similar
to National Board certification, the CEO process
requires the selection and training of high-quality
assessors, and a process for ensuring interrater
reliability. Given the administrative lift this entails,
the state has not made a push to market this
approach as the preferred avenue for renewal. As
such, even in Kentucky, most teachers still qualify
for recertification based on the accumulation of
time-based credits that may or may not represent
meaningful professional learning.
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In our interviews for this research, education
officials from other states also raised concerns about
the capacity required to implement meaningful
implementation of a PGP-type model at scale. Many
states task principals with approving teachers’
goals and assessing their attainment. Some schools
in some districts will have a cadre of instructional
leaders up to the task, but, as the introduction of
teacher evaluation systems has made abundantly
clear, many will not.57 Though training school
leaders to perform these duties is worthwhile—not
just for the sake of PGP models, but for instructional
leadership more generally—it can also be expensive
and time-consuming. And, all the training in the
world cannot create significantly more hours in the
day for already-stretched school leaders.58
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Moving to a truly learning-and-improvement-focused
renewal model has challenges other than scale,
several of them political in nature. For example, state
education officials overseeing teacher relicensure
often work closely with institutions of higher
education, and some voiced concerns about the
negative impact moving away from a continuing
education credit model for renewal would have
on the predictability of income streams at these
institutions. And in states where the responsibilities
for licensure renewal and in-service professional
learning are performed by separate divisions or
entities (e.g., the Professional Standards Board and
Department of Education, respectively) a renewal
model that attempts to more seamlessly blend the
two may encounter competing interests or concerns
about stepping onto another’s turf.
Based on evidence from high-stakes teacher
evaluation systems, another concern is that local
supervisors or committees may apply lower-thanintended standards out of fear that they will be
responsible for ending a colleague’s career or will
be involved in a protracted legal battle.59 And with
more and more education monitoring and oversight
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being pushed to the local level in other areas, many
school and district administrators may resist taking
on another new responsibility.
Recent changes to recertification policy in
Wisconsin, which in 2017 rescinded its PGP model
for renewal and moved to a lifetime license for
all teachers, highlight another such challenge.
While state policymakers touted the move as a
cost-saving approach for teachers and for the state,
it was also viewed as a way to “expand the pool”
of teachers at a time of shortage by reducing the
bureaucratic process surrounding PGPs. While no
evidence exists to suggest that teachers leave the
profession because the recertification process is
arduous, anecdotal evidence suggests that teachers
in Wisconsin had complained about duplication
between the processes required for licensure
renewal and for performance evaluation.60
If stakeholders do not support more rigorous
growth-focused renewal policies, it will be difficult
for states to make headway in instituting them.
The next sections provide ideas for how states can
mitigate these challenges.
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CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
For all of the recent focus on the knowledge and
competencies individuals need to attain an initial
teaching license or advance to earn a standard
license, there has been scant attention paid to the
requirements teachers must meet to maintain a
standard license. Though there is broad consensus
that teachers should periodically take steps to
renew their professional licenses—50 states require
it in some fashion—there is little clarity around what
renewal is intended to accomplish or agreement
on what that process should look like. While most
states do state a clear purpose for licensure overall
and for professional development, they do not state
the rationale for the intersection of the two as part
of the licensure renewal process.

days, seminars, or online modules—short-term
events that are often disconnected from one another
and poorly matched with teachers’ needs for
improvement, making them unlikely to produce
meaningful growth. These types of policies do
nothing to encourage the sustained, targeted,
and personalized learning opportunities that
research shows are most likely to improve teachers’
performance, favoring instead a one-size-fits all
approach that offers convenience, often at the
expense of quality.

In fact, although recertification is ostensibly
intended to foster a culture of ongoing professional
growth, this analysis of teacher licensure renewal
policies in all 50 states and the District of Columbia
finds that the policies undergirding the licensure
renewal system frequently conflict with what is
known about best practices in adult learning and
discourage more effective professional development
pathways. Given recent estimates that large districts
spend roughly $18,000 on professional learning per
teacher each year, not including the money teachers
spend out of their own pockets for continuing
education, this is a huge missed opportunity.61

Other states’ renewal systems give lip service
to incorporating more meaningful professional
learning approaches without aligning policy
requirements with activities likely to lead to
learning, perpetuating a compliance-oriented
culture around renewal-focused PD that fails to
meet the professional needs of America’s teachers,
or the learning needs of their students. For example,
about a quarter of U.S. states have adopted some type
of Professional Growth Plan (PGP) system as a vehicle
to better align the activities teachers complete as part
of the licensure renewal process with their needs for
improvement. But in practice, many of these policies
have continued to focus on counting credits, which
can hardly illustrate whether teachers have learned
or acquired new skills through their professional
development experiences.

In general, most states’ renewal requirements
prioritize the accumulation of time-based credits
accrued through either formal collegiate coursework
or traditional PD experiences such as in-service

A few states—including Georgia, Kentucky,
Kansas, and Tennessee—have made some strides
in incorporating a more vigorous assessment of
professional growth into the renewal process,
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through PGPs or otherwise, and there is much
to learn from their efforts. While aspects of each
of these systems hold promise, for now, no state
has yet developed a comprehensive approach
to ensuring that the professional development
teachers engage in as part of licensure renewal is
actually helping them improve.
Some may point to a requirement of demonstrated
progress on professional learning plans as another
example of policymakers failing to trust teachers,
or the bureaucratization of teaching. It is a fair
concern, given several states’ current approaches
to incorporating PGPs into the renewal process.
However, the National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards’ (NBPTS) certification process
is proof that this approach can be done in a
meaningful manner: NBPTS’ certification process
incorporates a high-quality, systematic external
assessment of a teacher’s professional learning
and growth performed by trained reviewers, and
the typical National Board certified teacher would
describe the process as an authentic learning
experience that requires focus and reflection, not a
series of hoop-jumping.62
In fact, 15 states already recognize certification by
the NBPTS as the gold standard for professional
teaching practice, and award automatic license
renewal to those teachers who choose to complete
their National Board certification during the renewal
period, with an additional 15 states providing full
or partial credit toward licensure renewal. But, with
current teacher working conditions, compensation,
and status, requiring all teachers to complete the
costly, time-intensive, challenging National Board
certification process will prove untenable. For now,
using the license renewal process to encourage some
teachers to pursue National Board Certification and
embracing standard license renewal processes that
strive to replicate some of the elements of National
Board Certification for all teachers—such as reflection
on practice, submission of evidence of impact on
practice and on student learning, and multiple
assessors using a common assessment framework—
could be a feasible middle ground.
Putting meaningful PGP systems in place that align
with best practices in adult learning will require
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additional resources: time and energy and money.63
But this expenditure has the potential to provide
a greater return on investment than many current
professional development offerings and activities
and could be funded with federal dollars under Title
II of the Elementary & Secondary Education Act.

For now, using the license renewal
process to encourage some
teachers to pursue National Board
Certification and embracing
standard license renewal processes
that strive to replicate some of
the elements of National Board
Certification for all teachers—such
as reflection on practice, submission
of evidence of impact on practice
and on student learning, and
multiple assessors using a common
assessment framework—could be a
feasible middle ground
Until states prioritize demonstrations of learning
over time spent, professional development activities
tied to teacher license renewal are unlikely to yield
significant improvements in teacher practice or,
it follows, student achievement. But states can
take the lead and change the culture of educator
professional development by re-envisioning their
licensure renewal systems. More robust evaluation
systems that draw upon state learning and
professional standards provide an opportunity to
identify—and measure growth on—specific teacher
learning needs more adeptly than at any point in
the past, but most states and districts have not
harnessed their full potential for doing so.64
States unwilling to try to assess whether
the professional development teachers are
undertaking toward licensure renewal is of any
benefit to them or their students should remove
licensure renewal requirements altogether and
offer lifetime licenses.65 But for states willing to
make the renewal process meaningful, we offer the
following recommendations.
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Recommendations
States should replace licensure renewal systems
that allow teachers to renew their standard licenses
through time-oriented measures with approaches
that more directly measure whether professional
learning and growth have occurred. These new
approaches should draw upon learnings from states
that have been early adopters to replicate what is
working and eschew what is not. Additionally, such
approaches should:
1. Ensure teachers choose professional learning
based on demonstrated needs for growth.
Require that the vast majority of professional
learning a teacher engages in that counts toward
recertification be clearly tied to an area where
s/he or his/her students have demonstrated
room for further growth. This could also push
teacher supervisors to focus on providing more
nuanced teacher practice ratings and feedback.
Further Considerations
• Several early adopter states, including Kentucky
and Kansas, have found that when a traditional
“seat time” model exists in addition to a more
meaningful route to licensure focused on
professional growth, uptake of the latter option
is minimal. To have an impact, need-based
professional growth should be the primary, if not
sole, route to renewal.
• Stipulate what types of data should be considered
during goal-setting and assigning clear
responsibilities and expectations to teachers,
supervisors, or other entities for determining
appropriate goals. This process may look different
for “proven” teachers versus novice or lowerperforming teachers, such as in Georgia, but no
teacher should be left out of the process.
• Encourage teachers’ individual plans to align
with district- or school-based improvement
goals to promote greater coherence across
improvement efforts.
• Acknowledge that there will be instances where
a state or district goal may be better met by
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more universal PD, as long as the purpose
is clear to those attending and the requiring
entity is intentional about following up to
assess implementation and impact. Examples
include when state standards change, or when
data show the need for training in a particular
competency, such as Utah’s suicide prevention
training requirement.
2. Invest in implementation capacity,
particularly around the assessment of
meaningful professional learning for
licensure renewal.
Create robust systems to manage the processes
through which teachers’ PGPs are created and
assessed. States that devolve implementation
responsibilities to the local level must provide
clear guidance, ongoing training, sample
resources, and some level of oversight to ensure
high-quality, consistent implementation that
delivers on the promise of professional learning
to enhance teacher practice.
Further Considerations
• Develop materials such as sample growth plans
and assessment rubrics that set a high, yet
reasonable, bar and encourage or require use
of them. Kentucky’s CEO rubrics for goal-setting
and for assessing whether goals are met are
high-quality examples of such materials (see
Appendix B and C for examples of these tools).
• Tasking district-level professional development
councils, such as those in Kansas and Ohio,
with assessing goals and measuring learning is
a more promising approach than putting these
responsibilities solely on teacher supervisors.
States should provide guidance on selecting
members for such councils (e.g., highperforming, have a “growth mindset,” represent
different grade spans and subject areas, etc.)
and audit outcomes to ensure state objectives
are being met.
• If the PGP approach is expected to be
implemented by school principals, consider
funding “New School Leader models”
which allow principals to focus further
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on instructional leadership by providing
additional staff capacity at the school-level
site. Iowa is one state that provides support
for such roles, although not specifically tied to
licensure renewal.66
• Experiment with new methods for more
objectively assessing professional learning in
licensure renewal, such as micro-credentials
(see Micro-credentials: State Considerations
for Licensure Renewal on page 29 for more
insights on how to do so). Tennessee is one state
piloting the use of micro-credentials as part of its
relicensure process.
3. Explore incentives to promote meaningful
professional growth for all teachers as part
of the renewal process.
Create rewards for authentic engagement in a
PGP process and demonstrated growth, and
consequences for those unable or unwilling to do so.
Further Considerations
• Avoid trying to reward top-performing teachers
by exempting them from professional learning
requirements. While rewarding high-performers
is a worthy goal, this decision may inadvertently
discourage such teachers from pursuing more
challenging professional growth and leadership
opportunities that research shows are necessary
to keep them engaged in the profession.67
Additionally, such policies may create a negative
connotation with having a PGP.
• To lower the stakes for a learning-driven renewal
process, consider creating tiered licensure
systems that allow for advancement and/or
demotion of licensure type based on level of
growth attained, rather than revoking a license
entirely. For example, a teacher who exceeded
the goals identified could be recommended for
an advanced license that bestows additional
benefits, while a teacher who fell far short of
the goals could move back to a lesser license
type. Other alternatives would be to follow
Pennsylvania’s example and allow teachers
whose licenses become inactive to substitute
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teach for up to 90 days, or to shift teachers not
meeting the renewal standard into different
school roles (e.g., teaching assistants, etc.) until
they can meet their goals and reactivate their
license. A pilot would allow the incorporation of
stakeholder feedback and the chance to assess
unintended consequences of the policy shift
before completely revamping the system.
• Provide the educators responsible for helping
teachers set and assess professional goals
and learning at the local level with incentives
to fulfill the role, such as by encouraging
or requiring release time or stipends. For
example, Kansas allows educators on its local
professional development committees to count
the experience toward their own professional
growth for renewal purposes.
4. Reduce duplication and ensure coherence
throughout state systems that incorporate
educator development.
Align elements of professional development in
educator evaluation and support systems, school
improvement systems, and educator licensure
systems to minimize redundancies or conflicts.
This must go beyond aligning policy language to
breaking down silos between the various divisions
responsible for these areas at the state level in order
to coordinate and integrate training and resources.
Further Considerations
• A clear place for integration is with PGPs that
already exist as part of state teacher evaluation
systems. States that do not currently include a
PGP as part of evaluation should consider doing
so when incorporating one into their licensure
renewal process.
• Because teacher evaluation systems measure
many aspects of teaching other than professional
growth, evaluation ratings should not be the
sole determinant of eligibility for renewal of a
standard license. However, evaluation ratings
would be an appropriate way to determine
eligibility for licensure advancement (either from
initial to standard, or standard to advanced).
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5. Develop data systems to evaluate the
relevance and impact of professional
development at a more macro level.
Invest in infrastructure to collect data on
and analyze different forms of professional
development, including information about the
format of offerings, providers, instructors,
and assessments.

Further Considerations
• Eventually, information from these systems
should be made available to help districts and
school-level administrators make decisions about
what PD to offer or recommend, and to whom, as
well as for the state to assess quality of various
PD offerings by eligible providers.

Micro-credentials: State Considerations for Licensure Renewal
Micro-credentials (MCs) have recently gained momentum as a high-potential approach to more directly
measure teachers’ professional learning. But states looking to incorporate MCs as part of the licensure
recertification process must proceed thoughtfully toward implementation.

What are Micro-credentials?
Although educator awareness of micro-credentials is increasing, MCs are still much misunderstood. Despite
some characterizations as “courses,” “online modules,” or “professional learning,” a micro-credential is
not professional development in and of itself.i Rather, similar to other credentials, like degrees or diplomas,
a MC provides public recognition of knowledge and skills held.ii Specifically, a teaching micro-credential is
a verification of a discrete skill or competency that a teacher has demonstrated through the submission
of evidence. That said, the granularity of teaching skills that micro-credentials are currently being used to
assess still varies widely, from small and specific (e.g., “using wait time effectively”), to big and broad (e.g.,
“analyzing student work”).iii

How Teaching Micro-credentials Work
A teacher earns a specific MC if the “issuer” (see below for definition) determines that the evidence s/he submitted
demonstrating that skill meets the issuer’s definition of competence. While most issuers of MCs do provide
suggested professional development resources to teachers working toward the micro-credential, when it comes
to assessing competencies, many are agnostic about how teachers have attained them.iv As such, a teacher who
is already highly skilled in a particular area could earn an MC without engaging in any new learning, while a teacher
who is newly developing a skill may need to engage in substantial formal and informal learning experiences before
earning the same MC.
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Several entities play a role in the micro-credentialing process for educators:

Technical providers provide a digital platform where MCs can be offered/issued/earned
(e.g., BloomBoard/Digital Promise, National Education Association (NEA), etc.).
Issuers are organizations that develop the content and assessment for MC, oversee
assessment of evidence submitted by educator, and award MCs to educators (e.g.,
the Friday Institute for Educational Innovation at North Carolina State University, Hope
Street Group, Learning Forward, etc.). Most technical providers are also issuers, but
most issuers are not technical providers.
Earners are educators who collect and submit evidence demonstrating the teaching
skill being assessed that meets the issuer’s definition of competence for that MC.
Recognizers are entities such as states, districts, or schools that determine how MCs
provide value to earners (e.g., continuing education credits, career pathways, etc.).

One element missing from the above process is an attempt to provide some quality control in order to ensure
that the earner of a particular MC does in fact hold that skill. This has led the area of micro-credentials to be
called the “Wild West.”v
As in other fields, any entity that chooses to can be an issuer of a micro-credential, and not all issuers may
hold a consistently high bar for earners in demonstrating competency. Digital Promise is an organization
that has stepped in to play a quality control role in the education field, and is currently the most prominent
organization in the teaching micro-credential space. In addition to playing a role as both technical provider
and issuer, Digital Promise also works as a de facto “authorizer” or “accreditor” of the MCs issuers want to offer
on its platform. Digital Promise has developed a transparent framework to guide the development of each
micro-credential issued on its platform, and it works with prospective issuers in an iterative process to ensure
that these basic tenets are met before the issuer can make the MC available to teachers.vi Digital Promise also
plays a vetting role for MCs offered on the NEA platform.vii

Considerations for Licensure Renewal
As states consider incorporating MCs in their license renewal systems, they must keep relevance and rigor at the
heart of their policies and practices to prevent micro-credentials from “becoming the next CEU.” States should
ensure that the entities they allow to issue micro-credentials are assessing the skills MCs are intended to verify
in a consistent, high-quality manner. States can create the capacity to do so themselves, or only accept microcredentials that have already been vetted by an independent, unbiased authorizer, like Digital Promise.
Additionally, states should allow teachers to count micro-credentials toward licensure renewal only when
MCs are clearly tied to areas of student need or teacher professional growth need—otherwise, teachers could
attain MCs in areas they have already mastered, undermining the relicensure goal of continuing professional
growth. As states move toward systems that require teachers to develop and fulfill personalized growth plans
as part of the recertification process, they could also employ MCs to help assess whether teachers have
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mastered skills they were endeavoring to develop. However, states should use caution in doing so. Because
micro-credentials are more of a “black-and-white” indicator of demonstrated proficiency in a competency
than a nuanced indicator of skill level (i.e., one cannot half-earn an MC), overreliance on MCs as part of
recertification could actually work against the goal of promoting a culture of ongoing professional growth.
That is, educators could point to the MC they earned for demonstrating a specific skill as evidence that they
no longer need to focus on developing that skill. As one teacher wrote, “if professional development exists in a
box, we’re likely to just check it off and move on.”viii States will need to think deeply about the types of content
and “grain-size” of micro-credentials that would be appropriate to offer toward recertification in this context
(i.e., just how “micro” should a “micro-credential” be?).
In addition, to ensure teachers are encouraged and well-supported to take on challenging new skills through
micro-credentials, states should ensure the provision of high-quality learning resources and supports
aligned to each micro-credential offered toward recertification. Fortunately, the online format of microcredentials allows them to be easily “tagged” to specific skills within a state’s teaching standards and teacher
performance evaluation system to help point teachers to the areas most important for them to continue to
develop. Supporting resources can be similarly tagged to guide teachers toward appropriate content.
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APPENDIX A:
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
APPROACH DETAILS

New America reviewed publicly available
documents pertaining to current teacher
recertification policies across all 50 states and the
District of Columbia from March–November 2017.
We asked officials in each state to verify and update
the information we collected (via email), and
followed up when necessary to glean additional
information and context through telephone
interviews. Officials had an opportunity to verify the
information again in the spring of 2018. As of July
2018, we had received feedback from 47 states (four
did not respond at any point: Alaska, Alabama, DC,
and Maine). At times, we had to use judgment to
label policies that either did not fit neatly into our
identified categories, or where information in state
policy documents did not align with information
provided by state officials.
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From this scan of state policies, we identified states
that have adopted or are moving toward licensure
renewal approaches that aim to promote highimpact professional learning and demonstrable
professional growth. In particular, we focused on
states building licensure renewal systems that
prioritize the needs of individual teachers, their
schools, and the students they serve.
Where we found examples of innovative policies
pushing in this direction, we conducted phone
interviews with state officials to learn more
about the origins, mechanisms, promises, and
challenges of each system. The Data Supplement
includes the full set of data collected as part of
this research (available at https://s3.amazonaws.
com/newamericadotorg/documents/Data_
Supplement_Rethinking_Relicensure_FINAL.pdf).
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APPENDIX B:
KENTUCKY CONTINUING EDUCATION
OPTION (CEO) PLAN SCORING RUBRIC
(Shared with Permission of Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board)
CEO Plan Rubric is different from the CEO Portfolio Rubric. The CEO Plan Rubric is designed to ensure you have
developed a completed CEO Plan. The CEO Plan shall include well-developed sets of goals, objectives, and activities that
are based on identified needs; are aligned to the State and National Standards; and have the depth and breadth that will
allow you to provide artifacts as evidence that you have met the indicators of the Kentucky Teacher Standards.
An external scoring team will need a complete understanding of the outcomes in order to effectively score your plan. Using
the CEO Plan Rubric and guidance from your coach, you will develop a plan that meets your individual professional growth
needs. Include specific details that address each of the components of the CEO process. It is important to address any
deficiencies in the Plan identified by your coach prior to submission.
There are seven major scoring components for your plan. You may be scored a 2, 1, or 0 in each of the following categories:
Teacher, School, and Community Profile: The in-depth demographic data that puts your plan in context.
Needs: The specific content, strategy, leadership areas that your professional development goals address the measurable
needs of your students and school.
Goals: The three broad goal statements that define your scope of work for the CEO.
Objectives: The six measurable sets of actions you and your students will take to reach your goals.
Professional Development Growth Activities and Time Line: The specific activities you and your students will
accomplish to produce products and results that provide empirical evidence that you are meeting your objectives and
reaching your goals. The time line defines when and in which order those activities take place.
Leadership Activities: The Leadership Project is aligned with the leadership goals and objectives. The leadership
project goal shall be based upon established needs of the students, school, district.
Graduate Courses: Identify and describe within the plan a minimum of six (6) hours of graduate courses that align to
the goals of the professional growth plan.
Each area on the rubric shall receive a score of 2, 1, or 0.
2 = The area is fully demonstrated in the plan and will be approved.
1 = The area is partially demonstrated in the plan.
0 = The area is not demonstrated or clearly demonstrated in the plan.
There are a maximum of fourteen (14) total points possible. You shall receive a minimum score of 12 for plan approval.
You shall not receive a “0” on any area and have your plan approved. You shall re-submit the plan addressing
the area(s) in which you received a “0” or “1.”
NOTE: Do not begin to implement your plan until you have received a passing score from the scoring team.
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CEO Professional Development Plan Scoring Rubric
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2

1

0

Score

Teacher,
School, and
Community,
Profile

Includes the following
demographic information:
ethnic diversity, number of
low socio-economic students,
and location of school (rural,
suburban, urban); provides
information about facilities,
resources, administration,
teachers, parents, or
community that illustrates
the school’s learning culture;
outlines teaching history and
personal talents; provides
context for professional
growth activities and new
student learning.

Includes some of the
requested demographic
information; includes some
information about facilities,
resources, administration,
teachers, parents or
community, teaching history,
and personal talents. Some
context is provided for
professional growth activities
and new student learning.

Includes little or no
demographic information;
includes little or no
information that would help
reviewers understand school
and culture.

Needs

Provides clear evidence of
school and teacher needs
in instructional content,
instructional strategies,
and leadership skills with
supporting evidence based
upon school or district data
and community data when
applicable.

Provides some clear evidence
of school and teacher needs
in instructional content,
instructional strategies,
and leadership skills with
supporting evidence based
upon school or district and
community data when
applicable.

Little or no evidence of
school and teacher needs
in instructional content,
instructional strategies,
and leadership skills with
supporting evidence based
upon school or district data
and community data when
applicable.

Goals

Writes an instructional goal
(three total) for each of the three
required areas: instructional
content, instructional
strategies, and leadership skills.
The broad goal statements
align with one or more of
Kentucky’s six learner goals
and correspond to the state
or national content standards
and the Kentucky Teacher
Standards Advanced-Level
Performances. All goals reflect
the needs as established in the
plan with long-term benefits for
the students and teachers.

Writes an instructional goal
(three total) for each of
the three required areas:
instructional content,
instructional strategies, and
leadership skills. The broad
goal statements have minimal
alignment with one or more of
Kentucky’s six learner goals
and loosely correspond to
the state or national content
standards, or the Kentucky
Teacher Standards AdvancedLevel Performances. Some
goals reflect the needs as
established in the plan with
long-term benefits for the
students and teachers.

Does not write an
instructional goal for each
of the three required areas:
instructional content,
instructional strategies,
and leadership skills. Goal
statements have little or
no alignment to one or
more of Kentucky’s six
learner goals and little
or no correspondence
to the state or national
content standards, or
the Kentucky Teacher
Standards Advanced-Level
Performances.
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2

1

0

Objectives

Writes one measureable
teacher and one measureable
student objective for each
of the three required areas
in instructional content,
instructional strategies,
and leadership skills (six
total). The measureable
objectives identify audience,
the behavior, the time, the
environment, and the degree
of proficiency that align to
state or national content
standards, core content and
Learning Goals or Academic
Expectations.

Writes one measureable
teacher and one measureable
student objective for each
of the three required areas
in instructional content,
instructional strategies,
and leadership skills (six
total). The measureable
objectives identify audience,
the behavior, the time,
the environment, and the
degree of proficiency but
have minimal alignment to
state or national content
standards, core content and
Learning Goals or Academic
Expectations. The candidate
misidentifies objectives by
creating activities.

Does not write measureable
objectives.

Professional
Development
Growth
Activities
and
Time Line

Applies the Levels of
Professional Development to
reach each teacher objective.
Lists specific activities, level
of development, time frame,
and professional development
providers/resources that
impact student learning
and professional growth.
Establishes a time line that
incorporates major activities
for each objective. The
professional development
aligns with the definition of
high-quality professional
development as established
by state or federal guidelines.
Graduate courses align with
the professional growth plan.

Some of the professional
growth activities align with
the Levels of Professional
Development and highquality professional
development as state and
federal guidelines. There
is some evidence of quality
providers or resources that
impact student learning and
professional growth. There
is weak alignment between
graduate courses and the
professional growth plan.

Professional growth activities
have little or no alignment
with the Levels of Professional
Development and high-quality
professional development
as defined by state and
federal guidelines. Little or no
alignment between graduate
courses and the professional
growth plan.

Graduate
Courses

The graduate courses align
with the professional growth
plan. There is evidence
establishing six credit hours
at the graduate level, or there
is an approval from EPSB staff
to provide a combination of
graduate or undergraduate
content courses.

There is some alignment of
the graduate courses with
the professional growth
plan. There is some evidence
establishing six credit hours
at the graduate level, or there
is an approval from EPSB staff
to provide a combination of
graduate or undergraduate
content courses.

There is no alignment of the
graduate courses with the
professional growth plan.
There is little or no evidence
establishing six credit hours
at the graduate level, or there
is no approval from EPSB staff
to provide a combination of
graduate or undergraduate
content courses.

Leadership
Project

The Leadership Project aligns
the professional growth plan
and the leadership guide
provided in the online modules.

The Leadership Project has
some alignment with the
professional growth plan and
the leadership guide provided
in the online modules.

The Leadership Project has
little or no alignment with the
professional growth plan and
the leadership guide provided
in the online modules.

Score

Final Score
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APPENDIX C:
KENTUCKY CEO PORTFOLIO
ASSESSMENT FORM (ABRIDGED)
(Shared with Permission of Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board)

CEO Professional Development Portfolio Rubric (To be used for Rank I and Rank II change)
The Professional Development Portfolio shall be assessed using this evaluation framework.
This framework allows the teacher to earn a rank change by:
Demonstrating continuing growth over time on each Kentucky Teacher Standard Advanced-Level Performances.
Additional indicators are incorporated specific to the CEO process, but all Advanced-Level Performances are included. A
passing portfolio shall demonstrate acceptable performance on each standard and each indicator.
Each area on the rubric shall receive a score of 2, 1, or 0.
2 = the indicator is fully demonstrated in the portfolio.
1 = the indicator is partially demonstrated.
0 = the indicator is not clearly demonstrated.
You shall not receive a “0” on any indicator and earn your rank change.
You shall receive two “1’s” in each standard and the rest “2’s” to earn a passing score.
A perfect score shall be all “2’s.”
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Sample from Kentucky CEO Portfolio Assessment Form—Standard 2: Design & Plan Instruction
STANDARD 2: THE TEACHER DESIGNS AND PLANS INSTRUCTION
The teacher designs or plans instruction that develops student abilities to use communication skills, apply
core concepts, become self-sufficient individuals, become responsible team members, think and solve
problems, and integrate knowledge.
Score

The teacher describes and illustrates how he or she over time:

Notes

2.1 Develops significant objectives aligned with standards.
Expected
Performances

a. Develops challenging and appropriate learning objectives that are aligned with local, state,
national standards and are based on students’ needs, interests and abilities (e.g., Kentucky
Program of Studies, Core Content, Learning Goals or Academic Expectations, College
Readiness Standards, and National Content Standards to plan units and lessons)
2.2 Uses contextual data to design instruction relevant to students.

Expected
Performances

a. Plans and designs instruction that is based on significant contextual and preassessment data.

Expected
Performances

b. Builds and modifies instruction on students’ prior knowledge, cultural backgrounds,
interests, abilities, learning styles, and changes to classroom environment to design
developmentally appropriate learning experiences.
2.3 Plans assessments to guide instruction and measure learning objectives.

Expected
Performances

a. Develops well-designed assessments that align with learning objectives, guide
instruction, and measure learning results.

Expected
Performances

b. Plans multiple assessment strategies that are linked to short- and long-term
instructional goals. Analyzes assessment data to revise instruction.
2.4 Plans instructional strategies and activities that address learning objectives for all
students.

Expected
Performances

a. Plans a learning sequence using instructional strategies and activities that build on
students’ prior knowledge and address learning objectives.
2.5 Plans instructional strategies and activities that facilitate multiple levels of
learning.

Expected
Performances

a. Plans a learning sequence using strategies and activities that foster the development of
higher-order thinking.

Expected
Performances

b. Uses new knowledge of content and instructional skills to design challenging and
engaging units and lessons.
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